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Summary
This thesis addresses the question of transferring a file in minimum possible
time using an underwater acoustic link that can be tuned by changing physical link
parameters. Assuming we have no prior knowledge about the average data rate
resulting from any of the parameter choices, we have to decide between exploring
for new parameter values versus exploiting the best from the known parameter
values. Hence our objective is to devise a strategy to balance this exploration and
exploitation in order to transfer a file in minimum time.
In the process of finding an optimal solution, several data driven algorithms
such as Brute Force, First Hit, Random Selection and -Greedy were studied pri-
marily and the effect of performance for varying search space, burst size and file
size for each algorithm were investigated. When they did not produce promising
results, we moved on to exploring our own strategies and enhancing the available
strategies with the contextual information available. Enhanced -Greedy is one
such example.
Learning from widely accepted theories of optimization, such as Simulated An-
nealing and Rank-based assignments, the proposed Ranked Exploration Strategy
was formulated. It does not have a fixed  probability to explore, but rather it has
a distribution from which it decides whether to explore or to exploit. And this
distribution is not fixed either. The more confident we become about the observa-
tions made, the more biased the distribution becomes towards exploitation. This
was also analyzed on its performance with respect to the various parameters.
Summary vi
Simulations were performed on channel data matrices which effectively model
the underwater acoustic environment. Simulation results showed that the Ranked
Exploration performed well while providing a computationally efficient solution.
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1.1 Background and Motivation
Acoustics being the best medium available for underwater communication, is still
faced with a lot of challenges compared to terrestrial communication [1]. As Sozer
et al. [2] pointed out, propagation speeds are considerably lower than radio wave
propagation; medium causes reverberation due to multi path propagation; and
available bandwidth is relatively small. Due to the multi-path propagation and
ambient noise, the effective data rates are lower and packet loss rate is usually
much greater. Comprehensive reviews of underwater acoustic communications are
presented in [3],[4],[5].
As James Preisig [6] pointed out “There is no ‘typical’ underwater acoustic en-
vironment, and no ‘typical’ underwater acoustic communications channel exists”.
1
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The large variation in channel conditions among different locations such as dif-
ferences between deep water and shallow water suggest that significantly different
communication parameters (modulation technique, frequency band, frame length,
error correction methods, etc.) would be optimal for different locations [7]. Hence
the design of reliable general purpose systems that work effectively across a broad
spectrum of environments remains a challenge.
Fortunately, a vast majority of the components of a modern communication
system are implemented in software, affording us the ability to fine tune their
parameters during operation. The objective for tuning the parameters could be
to optimize data rates, protect against errors, minimize power, and so on. If the
physics of the channel is completely known, it is possible to determine the values
of these parameters for a given objective. However in practice, it is quite difficult
to know the state of the channel completely. The parameters usually interact with
each other, so tuning them in isolation is often not possible.
1.2 Problem Statement
We consider the problem of transferring a file in the minimum possible time using
an underwater acoustic link. We assume that the channel remains static over the
course of the file transfer. The file will be transferred over multiple packet bursts.
At every transmission, we may choose to tune modem parameter values. We
have to take note that we assume no knowledge about the physics of the channel.
Any packet losses resulting from transmissions, can be measured using feedback
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channels. Since we do not have any prior information about the average data rate
resulting from any parameter choice, we need to choose between exploring new
parameter values versus exploiting the parameter values that have yielded the best
results so far. The objective is to devise a strategy to balance this exploration and
exploitation so that the file transfer time is minimized.
1.3 Choice of Modem Parameters
As an illustrative example of modem parameters that can be tuned, consider the
modem implementation in [8]. The Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
(OFDM) based modem had three choices for modulation: 2-differential phase
shift keying (DPSK), 4-DPSK and 8-DPSK. There were also two forward error







thus resulting in a total of 27 possible configurations, out of which 10 were tested
and the corresponding bit error rates (BER) were recorded. For a packet size of
8000 bits, the BER from the paper can be converted into packet error rates (PER)
assuming that the errors are independent. The average data rate is then simply
the product of the uncoded data rate, code rate and the PER. Result are tabulated
in Table 1.1. [9]
It is clear from the table that the 2-DSPK modulation scheme used with a
1
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rate code gives the best average data rate. However, this choice can only be
inferred from the BER information that is obtained by sampling the channel.
Besides the choice of modulation scheme and error control coding, examples of
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Table 1.1: Average data rate for various link and coding schemes.
Modulation Code Rate BER Avg. Data Rate (bps)
2-DPSK 1/2 1.2× 10−2 0
2-DPSK 1/3 3.2× 10−4 137
2-DPSK 1/4 < 10−4 449
4-DPSK 1/3 1.6× 10−2 0
4-DPSK 1/4 1.5× 10−3 0.012
4-DPSK 1/6 < 10−4 399
8-DPSK 1/4 7.7× 10−2 0
8-DPSK 1/8 2.9× 10−2 0
8-DPSK 1/12 4.3× 10−4 10
8-DPSK 1/16 < 10−4 84
other tunable parameters may include the number of sub-carriers, prefix length,
suffix length, peak-to-average-power-ratio (PAPR) parameters, and so on. More
examples of underwater communication systems can be found in [10], [6] and [11].
1.4 Explore or Exploit?
We have two choices at every transmission:
1. Try out new link parameter values, thus exploring the parameter search
space.
2. Exploit the parameter values with the highest observed data rate.
Exploration contributes to the knowledge base and improves channel knowledge.
Improved channel knowledge enables us to choose the parameter set with the
highest average data rate and therefore minimize the time taken to transfer the
file. Every exploration is associated with a cost: time is lost and the result of the
transmission may or may not be successful. The state of the existing knowledge
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base and the size of the file remaining to be transferred are key factors in deciding
between exploring and exploiting. For example, if the size of the file is very large
or if we know nothing about the channel, it is probably better to spend some
time exploring the search space before settling on the best parameter values. On
the other hand; if we have a high confidence on the accuracy of our channel
estimate (the estimate made from acquired channel knowledge), or if the size of
the remaining file is very small, it is probably better to exploit the best known
parameter value to completion. Thus an ideal decision policy would be one that
consistently makes an appropriate choice in light of expected rewards, existing
knowledge, and remaining file size.
1.5 Thesis Contributions
We present a data driven approach for tuning the physical layer parameters of a
communication link to optimize data rates, assuming the channel remains static
over the course of a file transfer. Our approach does not need any knowledge of
the physics of the channel. Several data driven algorithms such as Brute Force,
First Hit, Random Selection and -Greedy were studied primarily and the effect
on performance for varying search space, burst size and file size for each algorithm
were investigated. Finally the performance of the proposed Ranked Exploration
Strategy was analyzed with respect to various parameters. Simulations were per-
formed on channel data matrices which effectively model the underwater acoustic
environment.
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1.6 Thesis Organization
The thesis is organized as follows:
 Chapter 1 - Introduction
The motivation for this research project is discussed and objectives of the
thesis defined.
 Chapter 2 - Background and Related Work
Background information related to the research topic is presented in detail.
Topics include algorithms already in place for various problems which are
multi armed bandit problems in nature.
 Chapter 3 - Channel Model
Describes how the channel model was developed in order to carry out simu-
lations and testing for the underwater acoustic environment.
 Chapter 4 - Preliminary Solution Strategies
Preliminary strategies are introduced which proceed to discussions on their
proposed enhancements.
 Chapter 5 - Ranked Exploration Strategy
Our proposed approach, its methodology and performance is explained in
this chapter.
 Chapter 6 - Results and Discussion
The proposed algorithm and an analysis of its performance compared to the
rest of the existing strategies are discussed in this chapter.
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 Chapter 7 - Conclusion
Discussion on the achieved results and analysis on the usability of the algo-
rithm. A discussion of the future work is also provided.
Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
This chapter discusses the various strategies and existing theories which were ana-
lyzed in order to find a solution to the problem. Literature reviews on topics such
as multi-armed bandit problem showed how researchers have developed solutions
to similar problems in the past.
2.1 Multi Armed Bandit Problem
Decisions in real life are often made in order to maximize some expected reward.
But these decisions, or the actions they generate, do not just bring in more reward,
they can also help discover new knowledge that could be used to improve future
decisions. Balancing reward maximization based on the knowledge acquired and
attempting new actions to further increase knowledge, has always been a problem,
which is also known as the exploitation vs. exploration tradeoff in reinforcement
learning.
8
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The multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem, originally described by Robbins in
1952 [12], is an instance of this general problem. A multi-armed bandit, also called
K-armed bandit, is similar to a traditional slot machine (one-armed bandit) but
in general has more than one lever. Each lever of a k-armed slot machine provides
a reward drawn from a distribution associated to that specific lever. Initially, the
gambler has no knowledge about the probability distribution of each lever, but
through repeated trials, he can focus on the most rewarding levers. The objective
is to maximize the reward sum gained through iterative pulls of levers. We assume
that the gambler has only a limited number of tries. The problem of determining
the best strategy for the gambler is called the multi-armed bandit problem [13],
[12], [14].
2.2 Application of Multi Armed Bandit to the
Problem
In our problem for every packet burst transmission, we need to tune the modem
to values chosen from a pool of candidate options. We group these options as
link schemes and coding schemes. With link schemes, we refer to all tunable
parameters of a communication system excluding FEC coding and packet size.
And the coding schemes are FEC coding and packet size combinations. At any
given time, the user is to choose a link-coding scheme combination to transfer
the file. Hence, our problem can be considered as a multi-armed bandit problem
where the link-coding schemes represent the arms of the bandit. The horizon, at
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any given time is the file size remaining to be transferred. Thus finding the best
reward, maps into selection of the optimum parameter set to transfer the file in
minimum time.
The objective for tuning the parameters could be to optimize data rates, pro-
tect against errors, minimize power, and so on. If the physics of the channel is
completely known, it is possible to determine the values of these parameters for
a given objective. However in practice, it is quite difficult to know the state of
the channel completely. The parameters often interact with each other, so tuning
them in isolation is often not possible. We often need to select from a large pool of
candidate parameter values, but since it is not always obvious why a given set of
values perform better than the rest, the selection reduces to an arbitrary choice.
This kind of exploration contributes to the knowledge base and improves channel
knowledge. Improved channel knowledge in turn will help us to choose the param-
eter set with the highest average data rate and therefore minimize the time taken
to transfer the file. The state of the existing knowledge base and the size of the
file remaining to be transferred are key factors in deciding between exploring and
exploiting.
Assume we have k link-coding schemes to choose from in order to transmit.
The knowledge gained through iterative attempts on different schemes is given by
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Xi = Current state of knowledge about scheme i
XNi = The number of trials made on scheme i
XSi = The number of successes achieved on scheme i
Control action Ui(t) for any given scheme is considered to be 1, when the corre-
sponding scheme is chosen at time t, and 0 otherwise, for i = 1, 2, . . . , k. U (t) is




If Ri(t) is the reward from scheme i at time t
Ri(t) = Ri(X
N




i (t)) if Ui(t) = 1
0 if Ui(t) = 0
Therefore the number of successes on each scheme i:
XSi (t+ 1) =

XSi (t) +Ri(t) if Ui(t) = 1
XSi (t) if Ui(t) = 0
XNi (t) is the number of times scheme i is tried by time t. It increments only when
the controller operates on scheme i at t:
XNi (t+ 1) =

XNi (t) + 1 if Ui(t) = 1
XNi (t) if Ui(t) = 0
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A scheduling policy γ = (γ1, γ2, . . . ) is a decision rule such that at each time
instant t, the control action U (t) takes in values according to




i , . . . , X
N
i (t)] (2.2)
Hence the MAB problem is to determine the scheduling policy γ that maximizes
the expected reward, Jγ subject to the constraints describing the evolution of the






i (t), Ui(t)) | Z (0)
]
(2.3)
where Z (0) denotes the initial state.
2.3 Gittins Index Strategy
Many solution strategies have been proposed to Multi-armed bandit problems. As
pointed out by Bellman in [15], dynamic programming is one such method, but
its main drawback is the computational complexity. Gittins Index, on the other
hand provided a solution which involved much less computations and therefore is
widely accepted as an optimal solution strategy for multi-armed bandit problems
[16], [17], [13], [18].
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For each bandit process one can compute a Gittins Index, which depends only
on that process, and then at each time the controller operates on the bandit process
with the highest index. Thus, finding an optimal scheduling policy, which origi-
nally requires the solution of a k-armed bandit problem, reduces to determining
the indices for k single-armed bandit problems, thereby reducing the complexity
of the problem exponentially.
For cases where the probability distribution of the arms of the slot machines
are independent from each other and only one arm may be attempted at a time,
the problem is called multi-armed bandit and the Gittins index policy is proven
to provide an optimal solution [18].
There are many varieties of multi-armed bandit problems studied in literature.
Some of them are infinite horizon problems where the user is given infinitely many
attempts [16]. Some others have discussed trials with deadlines which address finite
horizon multi-armed bandit problems [18]. Another school of literature [19],[20]
talks about restless bandit problems, where the states of non-played arms can
also evolve over time, while some focused on rested bandit problems [21]. Our
problem is a rested multi-armed bandit problem because the distributions of the
arms remain the same as time goes on. It is of finite horizon since we only have a
finite file size whereby the number of attempts given to transmit the file is limited.
Thus we have limited our research to Gittins Index computation on finite horizon,
rested multi-armed bandits.
Although Gittins Index provided an optimal solution for multi-armed bandit
problem, it has its drawbacks when applied to a channel model like ours. The
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channel model, which will be explained in detail in section 3.2, heavily relies on
its structure. Gittins Index fails to address the separation between FEC coding
schemes and link schemes in the channel model, therefore resulting in an inefficient
search.




Previous chapters provided an overview of the problem and discussed work that
has been performed by researchers on similar problems. Since our problem focuses
on underwater acoustic environment, we developed a channel model for our testing
purposes. The channel model addressed the specific parameters and constraints
brought by the underwater acoustic channel. This chapter formulates the problem
and discusses how the understanding from the channel model can be used in finding
solutions to the problem [9]. This background holds significant importance in
searching for various strategies for tuning of underwater acoustic parameters.
As discussed in the introduction, the problem is to transfer a finite sized file
in the minimum possible time using an underwater acoustic link. We assume that
the channel remains static over the course of the file transfer. The file will be
transferred over multiple packet bursts. At every transmission, we may choose to
tune the modem parameter values. Since we do not have any prior information
15
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regarding the error rates for various link-coding scheme combinations, we will have
to rely on the packet loss measurements for each attempt. Thus we could find the
corresponding average data rates, using Equation 3.1.
Average data rate = Total file bits successfully received per second
= Link Rate× (1− error rate)× Packet Efficiency factor
(3.1)
where
Packet Efficiency factor = Code Rate× Packet Length
Packet Length + Header Length
For subsequent file transfers, we need to choose between exploring new parameter
values versus exploiting the parameter values that have yielded the best results so
far. The objective is to devise a strategy to balance this exploration and exploita-
tion so that the file transfer time is minimized.
3.1 Definitions
1. Choice of link schemes, FEC codes, and payload sizes:
Let the size of the file to be transferred be F . We define the n-tuple consisting
of all tunable parameters of a communication system excluding FEC coding
and packet size as a link scheme. Let the communication modem have m
link schemes available, each of them resulting in an uncoded link rate of di
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bits per second, i ∈ Z+, i ≤ m. Let c ∈ C denote all available code rates
and let l ∈ L denote all available packet lengths. Any code can be combined
with any other packet length subject to the constraint l/c ≤ M , where M
denotes the maximum length of a coded packet supported by the modem.
We define a set A = C ×L containing all feasible combinations of codes and
packet lengths. The set A is indexed by j ∈ Z+, j ≤ n. Let the packet
header size be h bits. Let γj be the packet efficiency factor to account for
the effect of the code rate and the overhead of the packet header. Using





Set A is ordered such that γj ≥ γj+1. We term the elements a ∈ A as coding
schemes, and arrange them in decreasing order of the packet efficiency factor
γj.
2. Channel representation:
The PER for all possible link-coding scheme combinations describe the chan-
nel. Thus, the channel is represented by the m×n channel PER matrix E chij .
The algorithm has no knowledge of E chij but tries to estimate it based on data.
3. Sequences and bursts:
It is possible to change parameter values used for every single packet trans-
mission. However in practice, the process of tuning often involves a hand-
shaking based protocol. The transmitter will need to initiate the process by
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specifying the parameter values and wait for an acknowledgement. Let the
time taken by the protocol to change parameter values be tsw. Due to the
time overhead tsw imposed by the protocol, for efficiency, we may wish to
transfer the file in packet bursts [22]. Let the time taken to wait for acknowl-
edgement for each packet burst be tp. Acknowledgements from larger bursts
also allow us to estimate the PER more accurately by measuring the fraction
of transmitted packets that are received successfully. Let btx be the size of
a packet burst. The file transfer will involve the transmission of a sequence
of bursts. Let S = {(SIu, SJu)∀u} denote such a sequence where i = SIu is
the link scheme and j = SJu is the coding scheme selected at burst u. For
brevity, we define the notation i(u) to mean SIu and j(u) to mean S
J
u. The




where brxu is the number of successfully received packets in burst u. b
rx
u is a
random variable which follows a binomial distribution with success parame-
ter 1−E chij and trial length btx:
brxu ∼ B(btx, 1−E chi(u),j(u)) (3.4)
The time tu taken to transfer f
xfer





+ tp + νtsw (3.5)
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where ν ∈ {0, 1}; ν = 1, when the chosen link-coding scheme was switched
and ν = 0 if otherwise.
4. Problem statement:
Let the time taken to transfer the entire file corresponding to sequence S be







fxferu = F (3.7)
Given a file of finite size F, the problem is to compute sequence S to minimize
the expected value of T S.
5. Key Performance Indicators:
Average throughput is defined as the number of payload bits per second
correctly received. Average throughput, is a key measure of quality of service
(QoS) for data transmission systems which we can use in order to assess the
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+ tp + νtsw
(3.9)





Let the BER after FEC decoding be B. Assuming the errors are independent, the
resultant PER is given by
P = 1− (1−B)lj+h (3.10)
Figure 3.1 plots P vs. B for lj=8000 and h=2000. Because of the exponential
form of Equation (3.10), coupled with the fact that the number of bits in a packet
is typically very large, P is very sensitive to B. Increasing B saturates P to unity.
Changing the packet size changes the region of B values over which P rises to 1.
In general, decreasing code rates increases robustness and decreases P at the
cost of data rate for a given decoding complexity (Figure 3.2). Since the increase
in P is very sharp, when the coding schemes a ∈ A are arranged in decreasing
order of data rate for a given link scheme, P goes from 1 to 0 rapidly. We assume
that the coding schemes are spaced out far enough apart, such that not more than
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Figure 3.1: PER vs. BER for lj = 8000 bits and h = 2000 bits
one coding scheme may have 0 < P < 1. This imposes a special structure to the




1 j < wi
0 j > wi
α j = wi, 0 < α ≤ 1
We note that for a given link scheme, the coding scheme used must be either
j = wi or j = wi+1 for maximum data rate. For j < wi, P = 1, and no packet is
received. For j > wi, P = 0, but the data rate is sub-optimal. The understanding
and the terms introduced in this chapter on the channel model will be used in the
subsequent chapters.
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Figure 3.2: Channel Model
Chapter 4
Preliminary Solution Strategies
The underlying characteristics of the channel model introduced in Chapter 3 was
used to analyze and compare the performance of different strategies. This chapter
starts with introducing the basic strategies such as Brute Force, First Hit and
Random Selection, and then moves on to more advanced strategies such as -
Greedy. Then we have introduced how the knowledge about the underlying channel
model has been used in order to enhance the performance of these strategies.
4.1 Basic Strategies
Different approaches were studied in order to solve the problem. We started with
the most simple and straightforward strategies such as Random Selection, Brute
Force and First Hit. After studying the behaviour of these, we then proceeded to
more sophisticated strategies such as -Greedy.
23
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The brute force strategy systematically tries all parameter values, records the
resulting data rate, and selects the one with the best recorded data rate to transfer
the rest of the file. This approach entails a comprehensive exploration of the
parameter search space, and makes an educated choice based on the results of
the exploration. An alternative to brute force searching is the first hit strategy.
The algorithm randomly selects parameter values till it finds one with an average
data rate greater than a certain threshold, and uses it to transfer the rest of
the file. Yet another strategy is to simply randomly select parameter values at
every transmission. The -greedy strategy consists of choosing random parameter
values with -frequency, and otherwise choosing parameter values with the highest
estimated mean, the estimation being based on the rewards observed thus far
[23],[24].
Although we assume a static channel, in reality the channel will only be quasi-
static, i.e. it stays static for a short period of time and then changes state. The
results of a brute force search may not be useful if the channel changes state
before the search terminates. The brute force or first hit strategies explore at the
beginning, and then exploit hence they are unable to track any changes in the
channel during the exploitation phase.
4.1.1 Brute Force Strategy
In this strategy, all link-coding scheme combinations are systematically tried (Al-
gorithm 4.1). At every transmission, a data burst of size btx packets is transmitted.
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where i(u) is the link scheme i chosen to transmit burst u and j(u) is the link-
coding scheme j chosen to transmit burst u.
After all link schemes have been tried, we can reasonably conclude that the link
scheme with the best observed average data rate is most suitable for transmitting
the rest of the file, and use the link-coding scheme combination corresponding to
the maximum of DBFi(u),j(u) for transmitting the remaining file.




DBFi(u),j(u) × tu + kDBFiˆ(u)jˆ(u) × tu (4.2)
where iˆ, jˆ correspond to arg max DBFi(u),j(u), k represent the number of attempts
made on iˆ(u), jˆ(u) and tu is the time taken to transfer each burst u, as given in
equation (3.5).
However, if mn is large and/or the file size is small, then the time taken to
explore the parameter space mn may be the primary contributor to the total file
transfer time, resulting in a low average data rate.
The throughput (TBF) for brute force strategy can be analytically computed as
follows. The u literal in i(u), j(u) etc. in Equation (4.2) above have been dropped
for clarity of computation in Equation (4.3) although it still stands for the i, j
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)× btx × cjˆ × ljˆ
(4.4)
We have been able to verify this analytical method with simulation results. The



























Figure 4.1: Throughput of Brute Force Strategy - Analytical Results vs. Sim-
ulation Results for file size=500Mb, burst size=100
average throughput when simulated with different data sets, along with their re-
spective analytical counterparts is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Algorithm 4.1 Brute Force Strategy
Require: Initial file size F , btx, h
for i := 1 to m do
for j := 1 to n do
if F > 0 then
transmit btx bursts using (i, j) parameters
measure brx
measure successfully received bursts, brx
transfer time, tu :=
btx×(lj+h)
di
Probability of success, Ps(i, j) :=
brx
btx
Remaining file size, F := F − brx × cj × lj
Di,j := di × cj × Ps(i, j)× ljlj+h




while F > 0 do
transmit btx bursts using arg max Di,j parameters
measure successfully received bursts(brx)
transfer time, tu :=
btx×(lj+h)
di
T := T + tu
end while
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4.1.2 First Hit Strategy
In this strategy, the algorithm randomly selects link-code scheme combinations till
it comes across one with a data rate greater than a threshold data rate or until it
exhausts all mn link-code schemes, after which the best combination is used for
the rest of the file transfer (Algorithm 4.2). In this algorithm and the following,
we have assumed the existence of a function, rand(i, j) which returns a random
integer between the integers i and j, inclusive.
Algorithm 4.2 First Hit Strategy
Require: Initial File size F , Threshold Thr, btx, h
i = rand(1,m)
j = rand(1, n)
transmit btx bursts using (i, j) parameters
measure successfully received bursts, brx
transfer time, tu :=
btx×(lj+h)
di
Probability of success, Ps(i, j) :=
brx
btx
Remaining file size, F := F − brx × cj × lj
Di,j := di × cj × Ps(i, j)× ljlj+h
while Di,j ≤ Thr AND F > 0 do
Total transmit time, T = T + tu
i = rand(1,m)
j = rand(1, n)
transmit btx bursts using (i, j) parameters
measure successfully received bursts, brx
transfer time, tu :=
btx×(lj+h)
di
Probability of success, Ps(i, j) :=
brx
btx
Remaining file size, F := F − brx × cj × lj
Di,j := di × cj × Ps(i, j)× ljlj+h
end while
ichosen = i, jchosen = j
while F > 0 do
transmit btx bursts using arg max Di,j parameters
measure successfully received bursts, brx
transfer time, tu :=
btx×(lj+h)
di
T = T + tu
end while
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where i(u) is the link scheme i chosen to transmit burst u and j(u) is the link-
coding scheme j chosen to transmit burst u.
The performance of this strategy shows high variance due to its random nature
in coming across a data rate above threshold, although it is computationally sim-
ple. Further the performance of this strategy heavily relies on the threshold value





DFHi(u),j(u) × tu + kDFHiˆ(u)jˆ(u) × tu (4.6)
where iˆ(u), jˆ(u) corresponds to the link-coding scheme combination which gives
the first hit above threshold and k is the number of attempts made on iˆ(u), jˆ(u).
tu is the time taken to transfer each burst u, as given in equation (3.5).
First Hit strategy can be analytically explained as follows. Let X be the
number of tries made to obtain the first hit. Therefore all the previous X − 1
attempts fail to locate the first hit. If the probability of a hit appearing in the
data set is P , the probability of finding a hit within the exploration time can be
treated as P(X = 1),P(X = 2), ...,P(X = mn).
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[z × [(1− P )(z−1) × P ]]
Let the mean of average data rates below threshold, be Dlow and the mean of
average data rate chosen above threshold be Dhigh. We would represent all average
data rates before hit by Dlow while once hit, the average data rate is taken as Dhigh.
Therefore Threshold of First Hit can be computed as
T FH = Dlow × (X − 1) +Dhigh × k (4.8)
Here we have assumed that tP and tsw are negligible. An approximate estimate
for X can be substituted from equation (4.7). k can be approximately estimated










A reasonable analytical approximation for TFH can be found by substituting ap-
propriate values for lj and di.
Sample data sets for 25 × 33 search space show that P ≈ 0.66, Dhigh ≈ 744
and Dlow ≈ 44.
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4.1.3 Random Selection Strategy
In this strategy, no attempt is made to explore the search space. Link scheme i is
randomly chosen in the interval [1,m]. Similarly, coding scheme j is also randomly
selected from the interval [1, n]. The procedure continues to the end of the file
transfer (Algorithm 4.3). The random selection average data rate matrix DRS is
Algorithm 4.3 Random Selection Strategy
Require: Initial File size F , btx, h
i = rand(1,m)
j = rand(1, n)
transmit btx bursts using (i, j) parameters
measure successfully received bursts, brx
transfer time, tu :=
btx×(lj+h)
di
Probability of success, Ps(i, j) :=
brx
btx
Remaining file size, F := F − brx × cj × lj
Di,j := di × cj × Ps(i, j)× ljlj+h
while F > 0 do
Total transmit time, T = T + tu
i = rand(1,m)
j = rand(1, n)
transmit btx bursts using (i, j) parameters
measure successfully received bursts, brx
transfer time, tu :=
btx×(lj+h)
di
Probability of success, Ps(i, j) :=
brx
btx
Remaining file size, F := F − brx × cj × lj







where i(u) is the link scheme i chosen to transmit burst u and j(u) is the link-
coding scheme j chosen to transmit burst u.
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DRSi(u),j(u) × tu (4.11)
where tu is the time taken to transfer each burst u, as given in equation (3.5). Since
all m link schemes have equal probability of being chosen in a random selection
setup, the probability of choosing link scheme i is:




where i(u) is link scheme i chosen to transmit burst u.
Given that we have chosen link scheme i(u), the probability of transferring
bits successfully
P(s | i = i(u)) = αi ∀i ∈ Z+, i ≤ m (4.13)
where
αi = E[P(si(u),j)] ∀j of chosen link scheme i(u).
= E[(1− Echi(u),j)] ∀j of chosen link scheme i(u). (4.14)
P(si(u),j) is the probability of transferring bits successfully for each coding scheme
j of chosen link scheme i(u) and E(x) stands for mean of x.
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From properties of conditional probability, the probability of success, P(si) for
any scheme i
P(si) = P(si | i = i(u)).P(i = i(u)) + P(si | i 6= i(u)).P(i 6= i(u))



































× btx + tP + νtsw
] (4.17)
We have been able to verify this analytical result with simulations. The average
throughput when simulated with different data sets, along with their respective
analytical counterparts is shown in Figure 4.2.
4.1.4 -Greedy Strategy
Brute force, random selection and first hit strategies resolve the explore vs. ex-
ploit dilemma by taking extreme measures of either exploring the entire search
space comprehensively, or undertaking very little, if any, exploration at all. An
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Figure 4.2: Throughput of Random Selection Strategy - Analytical Results
vs. Simulation Results for file size=50Mb, burst size=100, ν=0.5
-greedy strategy (Algorithm 4.4) provides a way to balance exploration and ex-
ploitation. In this algorithm and the following, we have considered an exception to
the rand(i, j) function where rand(0,1) generates a random floating point between
0 and 1, inclusive.
It consists of choosing a random scheme with -frequency, and otherwise choos-
ing the scheme with the highest estimated data rate based on the knowledge ac-










where i(u) is the link scheme i chosen to transmit burst u and j(u) is the link-
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Algorithm 4.4 -Greedy Strategy
Require: F , btx, h, 
while F ≥ 0 do
if rand(0, 1) ≤  then
i = rand(1,m)




i=0,j=0 Di,j = 0 then
i = rand(1,m)
j = rand(1, n)
else
(i, j) = arg max Di,j
end if
end if
transmit btx bursts using (i, j) parameters
measure brx
transfer time, tu :=
btx×(lj+h)
di
Probability of success, Ps(i, j) :=
brx
btx
F := F − brx × cj × lj
Di,j := di × cj × Ps(i, j)× ljlj+h
Total transmit time, T = T + tu
end while
the total bursts transmitted and received so far respectively using each i(u), j(u)
link-coding scheme combination. This gives the current state of knowledge about
each scheme.
The link-coding scheme combination corresponding to arg max Dij gives the
combination corresponding to the highest estimated data rate. The knowledge
gained from each attempt is used to estimate the true distribution of each scheme
which in turn is used to make informed decisions in successive attempts. A detailed
explanation of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4.4.
In this method, random selection is only used either when no knowledge is
available or at a certain probability (). The rest of the choices make use of the
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best of the knowledge (BOK) available.
P(random) =  (4.19)
P(BOK) = 1−  (4.20)
The probability of success for scheme i chosen at the nth trial:
P(si) = P(si | rand).P(rand) + P(si | BOK).P(BOK) (4.21)
From equation (4.16), we know that P(si | rand) = 1mαi. Therefore, probability of
P(si | BOK) given that the first success was at the kth trial:




αi if all previous (k-1) attempts were unsuccessful
Pbest otherwise
where Pbest is the probability corresponding to the best out of the estimated aver-
age data rates available thus far. Therefore this Pbest keeps changing as more and
more knowledge is acquired.










Pbest for (k + 1)th trial onwards
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Simulation results showed that  = 0.3 provides highest throughput compared to
other values of  (see Chapter 6).
4.2 Enhanced Strategies
We have tried to enhance the above basic strategy using the knowledge from the
channel matrix. The observations made thus far are used to estimate and thus
filter out some of the combinations from being attempted in future transmissions.
Following are the two main estimations made:
1. Whenever a transmission was 100% successful, the data with lower code
rates, for the same link rate, are likely to produce 100% success in their
transmissions as well. Hence, they are updated with 100% probability of
success, without having to transmit through them.
2. Whenever a transmission was 0% successful, the data with higher code rates,
for the same link rate, are likely to produce 0% success in their transmissions
as well. Hence, they are updated with 0% probability of success, without
having to transmit through them.
Thus we can estimate the resulting data rates for those entries. This narrows
down the search space without having to transmit through all the combinations.
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4.2.1 Enhanced Brute Force Strategy
In Enhanced Brute Force strategy, all except the estimated link-coding scheme
combinations are systematically tried. In this case we utilize the knowledge from
100% successful transmissions in estimating some of the channel matrix entries.
A detailed explanation of the algorithm is given in Algorithm 4.5.
The results from the Brute Force and Enhanced Brute Force approaches are
discussed in Chapter 6.
Algorithm 4.5 Enhanced Brute Force Strategy
Require: Initial file size F , btx, h
for i := 1 to m do
for j := 1 to n do
if F > 0 then
transmit btx bursts using (i, j) parameters
measure brx
measure successfully received bursts, brx
transfer time, tu :=
btx×(lj+h)
di
Probability of success, Ps(i, j) :=
brx
btx
Remaining file size, F := F − brx × cj × lj
Di,j := di × cj × Ps(i, j)× ljlj+h
Total transmit time, T = T + tu
if Ps(i, j) = 1 then
for k := j + 1 to n do
Ps(i, k) = 1
Di,k := di × ck × Ps(i, k)× lklk+h
end for





while F > 0 do
transmit btx bursts using arg max Di,j parameters
measure successfully received bursts(brx)
transfer time, tu :=
btx×(lj+h)
di
T := T + tu
end while
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4.2.2 Enhanced First Hit Strategy
As shown in the algorithm for Enhanced First Hit Strategy in Algorithm 4.6, we
have made use of the estimated knowledge from the trials made until threshold
data rate is met.
Knowledge estimated from 0% successful transmissions in the channel matrix,
provides useful information, since we can avoid transmitting using a combination
which we have already identified as a poor performer (0% probability of success).
Knowledge derived from 100% successful transmissions are also updated as 0 av-
erage data rates as long as the attempted parameters did not manage to reach the
threshold data rate. This is due to the fact that those with lower code rates for
the same link rate, will definitely lead to lower data rates, thus showing no hope
of reaching the threshold. Therefore all those entries which are updated with 0
average data rates imply that they are poor performers. Thus we can avoid trans-
mitting using a combination which we have already identified as a poor performer.
The results from the two approaches are discussed in Chapter 6.
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Algorithm 4.6 Enhanced First Hit Strategy
Require: Initial File size F , Threshold Thr, btx, h
i = rand(1,m)
j = rand(1, n)
while Di,j = 0 do
i = rand(1,m)
j = rand(1, n)
end while
transmit btx bursts using (i, j) parameters
measure successfully received bursts, brx
transfer time, tu :=
btx×(lj+h)
di
Probability of success, Ps(i, j) :=
brx
btx
Remaining file size, F := F − brx × cj × lj
Di,j := di × cj × Ps(i, j)× ljlj+h
while Di,j ≤ Thr AND F > 0 do
Total transmit time, T = T + tu
if Ps(i, j) = 1 then
for k := j + 1 to n do
Ps(i, k) = 0
Di,k = 0
end for
go to next (i, j)
else if Ps(i, j) = 0 then
for k := 1 to j do
Ps(i, k) = 0
Di,k = 0
end for
go to next (i, j)
end if
i = rand(1,m)
j = rand(1, n)
while Di,j = 0 do
i = rand(1,m)
j = rand(1, n)
end while
transmit btx bursts using (i, j) parameters
measure successfully received bursts, brx
transfer time, tu :=
btx×(lj+h)
di
Probability of success, Ps(i, j) :=
brx
btx
Remaining file size, F := F − brx × cj × lj
Di,j := di × cj × Ps(i, j)× ljlj+h
end while
ichosen = i, jchosen = j
while F > 0 do
transmit btx bursts using arg max Di,j parameters
measure successfully received bursts, brx
transfer time, tu :=
btx×(lj+h)
di
T = T + tu
end while
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4.2.3 Enhanced -greedy Strategy
In order to enhance -greedy algorithm, we realized that we need more contextual
information about the structure of the channel matrix.
-greedy strategy was used with the contextual knowledge from the structure
of the channel matrix as shown in Algorithm 4.7. We still explore at a probability
of  and exploit otherwise. But whenever a new entry was attempted and was
100% successful in data transmission, those entries corresponding to more robust
codes for the same link rate (including the attempted) were updated with 100%
estimated probability. Whenever a new entry was attempted and was a 100%
failure, those entries with lower robustness (including the attempted) were updated
with 0% estimated probability. Therefore the unknown search space is narrowed
down with the available knowledge.
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Algorithm 4.7 Enhanced -Greedy Strategy
Require: Initial File size F , btx, 
while F > 0 do
if rand(0, 1) ≤  then
i = rand(1,m)
j = rand(1, n)
while Di,j = 0 do
i = rand(1,m)





i=0,j=0 Di,j = 0 then
i = rand(1,m)
j = rand(1, n)
while Di,j = 0 do
i = rand(1,m)
j = rand(1, n)
end while
else
(i, j) = arg max Di,j
end if
end if
transmit btx bursts using (i, j) parameters
measure successfully received bursts, brx
transfer time, tu :=
btx×(lj+h)
di
Probability of success, Ps(i, j) :=
brx
btx
Remaining file size, F := F − brx × cj × lj
Di,j := di × cj × Ps(i, j)× ljlj+h
Total transmit time, T = T + tu
if Ps(i, j) = 1 then
for k := j + 1 to n do
Ps(i, k) = 1
Di,k := di × ck × Ps(i, k)× lklk+h
end for
else if Ps(i, j) = 0 then
for k := 1 to j do







Previous chapters explained how the tradeoff between‘exploration’ and ‘exploita-
tion’ was handled by various straightforward data driven strategies and their en-
hancements. Learning from the pros and cons of those strategies, this chapter
highlights the work done on developing a novel approach to produce a more ef-
ficient strategy that is based on heuristics. This chapter introduces the Ranked
Exploration Strategy (RES), its implementation and the chain of work which led
to developing it.
5.1 Motivation
In -greedy algorithm, we discussed how the proportion between exploration and
exploitation of the search space is governed by the parameter,  ∈ [0, 1]. Random
Selection strategy favours the extremity of pure exploration, while Brute Force
resolves to a pure exploration phase followed by pure exploitation. First Hit on
43
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the other hand, continues exploration until a certain condition is met, and resumes
the transfer in a pure exploitation fashion. All these strategies, therefore, consider
a balance between exploration and exploitation. This balance, however, is fixed
throughout the file transmission. When we have zero or little knowledge about the
channel, it makes sense to explore more in order to lessen the chances of making
inefficient exploitation decisions. But when we have acquired sufficient information
about the system, we are likely to exploit more. With Random Selection, First Hit,
Brute Force and especially with different  values for -Greedy, we have attempted
to fix the proportion of exploration and exploitation, but we understand that we
have not been able to cater to vary the proportion.
In order to overcome this problem, we developed a strategy where there is no
concept of a fixed , although we still maintain a proportional choice of exploration
or exploitation. The proportion is not fixed, but rather changes according to a
distribution. The distribution is such that, candidates with better chances of
success have higher chances of being chosen for subsequent transmissions, rather
than candidates we are confident that will have lesser probability of success. The
profile of this probability distribution keeps changing as we acquire more and more
information about the system, therefore favouring exploration at initial stages and
moving towards an exploitation-favoured system when more knowledge is acquired.
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5.2 Weights Matrix
For RES, we need to determine an  which varies according to the spread of data
in the estimated channel matrix at any given time. We maintain a weights matrix
corresponding to each data point of the channel matrix. The weights are initialized
to the same value at the beginning. This value, winit is computed from the code
rates, link rates and packet lengths of the channel matrix as shown in Equation
(5.2).
winit = E[di]× E[cj]× E[lj]
lj + h
(5.2)
where E(x) stands for mean of x. As we acquire information, the weights are
updated with the corresponding DRESi(u),j(u) and any leading or trailing estimations.
If we were to base the varying  on the average data rates or their weights alone,
the algorithm either resolves to exploitation with little exploration or explores
extensively without resolving to exploitation. Therefore an evolving algorithm was
developed to provide an optimum variation for the . This algorithm is explained
in detail in Algorithm 5.1 and Figure 5.1.
5.3 The Algorithm
As shown in Figure 5.1, in RES, all the weights are initialized to the same value.
Then ‘likelihood assignment’ takes place in order to position the weights according
to the likelihood of being chosen. This is followed by ‘selection’ where the the
best candidates in terms of data rate will be chosen for subsequent transmissions.
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Once transmission takes place on the selected parameters, the weights are updated
accordingly with the new values. This process continues as long as there are file
bits remaining to be transmitted. The process is explained in detail over the
following sections.
Figure 5.1: Flowchart of Ranked Exploration Algorithm
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Algorithm 5.1 Ranked Exploration Strategy




while F > 0 do
pick selection probability based on temperature profile
choose (i, j) from weights matrix for likelihood corresponding to selection
probability
transmit btx bursts using (i, j) parameters
measure successfully received bursts, brx
transfer time, tu :=
btx×(lj+h)
di
Probability of success, Ps(i, j) :=
brx
btx
Remaining file size, F := F − brx × cj × lj
Di,j := di × cj × Ps(i, j)× ljlj+h
Total transmit time, T = T + tu
if Ps(i, j) = 1 then
for k := j + 1 to n do
Ps(i, k) = 1
Di,k := di × ck × Ps(i, k)× lklk+h
end for
else if Ps(i, j) = 0 then
for k := 1 to j do
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5.4 Likelihood Assignment
5.4.1 Proportional Likelihood Assignment
Proportional likelihood assignment provides a probability of choice proportional







where w represents the weights and P represents the corresponding selection prob-
ability. This method was adopted for likelihood assignment in RES at first, but it
caused two major issues, due to scaling problems.
Firstly the probability of selecting the best weight was too small compared to
the average probability of selection of all weights. Table 5.1 shows the selection
probabilities derived from Equation (5.3). As indicated in Table 5.1, the proba-
bility of choosing weight 10 compared to other probabilities, known as selective
pressure, is around 0.25.
Therefore the strategy ends up choosing the lower weights more often than the
top weights, which does not meet the purpose. This is known as stagnation.
Rank 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Weights 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
Selection Probability 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.11 0.13 0.15 0.16 0.18
Table 5.1: A sample set of Selection Probabilities for Proportional Likelihood
Assignment
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Figure 5.2: Sample Proportional Likelihood Assignment
On the other hand, this selection strategy leads to premature convergence
where selection has caused the search to narrow down too quickly, and therefore
ending up with a suboptimal solution. The situation becomes even worse in our
problem, where the initial estimations are poor. Rank-based likelihood assignment
seemed to provide solutions to these problems.
5.4.2 Rank-based Likelihood Assignment
In rank-based likelihood assignment, the unique weights are sorted according to
their values. The value with the highest likelihood receives top rank and so on.
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The likelihood assigned to each weight depends only on its position in the weights’
rank and not on the actual value.
Rank-based likelihood assignment overcomes the scaling problems of the pro-
portional likelihood assignment. Ranking introduces a uniform scaling across the
data set and provides a simple and effective way of controlling selective pressure.
Rank-based likelihood assignment behaves in a more robust manner than pro-
portional likelihood assignment and, thus, is the method of choice. But what
makes Rank-based likelihood assignment usable for RES is the probability distri-
bution from which we decide whether to explore or to exploit. We have called this
distribution as “temperature profile”.
5.5 Adaptive Temperature Profile of Probability
Distribution
Even with rank-based Likelihood assignment, the solution of RES settled down to
exploitation with a suboptimum solution without exploring for any other available
more optimum solutions. The main problem was identified as the solution often
being trapped in a local minimum, thus being unable to free itself from the local
minimum towards a global one. To escape from the local minimum, the search
must be able to break away from the normal search path dictated by the present
condition and to follow another search path. This means that the search must
move towards a direction that may not appear good at present time, but on a long
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Figure 5.3: Principle of Simulated Annealing
run would provide a better solution at a later time. In this research, the method
of simulated annealing [25] is adopted for obtaining the solution.
5.5.1 Simulated Annealing
Simulated annealing (SA) in simple terms is a computation carried out for locating
a good approximation to the global optimum of a given function in a large search
space. As its name implies, it exploits an analogy between the way in which a
metal cools and freezes into a minimum energy crystalline structure (the annealing
process) and the search for a minimum in a more general system. While this
technique is unlikely to find the optimum solution, it can often find a very good
solution, even in the presence of noisy data.
The principle of simulated annealing for avoiding local minima is shown in
Figure 5.3, where a ball initially positioned randomly along the landscape is equally
likely to end up in either A or B. If the system is slightly agitated, there is a greater
likelihood of the ball moving from A to B than vice versa. If, on the other hand,
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the system is vigorously agitated, the likelihood of the ball moving from B to A is
roughly as great as that of moving from A to B. Therefore, the best strategy would
be to start with a vigorous shaking and then gradually slow down as the network
works its way towards a global optimal solution. This annealing mechanism is
applied to Rank-based selection results, by using a probabilistic update rule. The
exponential annealing schedule proposed by Kirkpatrick et al. [25] was used. This
exponential annealing schedule is given by:
T (k) = T0λ
k k = 1, 2, 3, ... (5.4)
where λ is a constant smaller than but close to 1. This annealing schedule has
been widely used by others [26],[27],[28],[29], with values of λ ranging from 0.5 to
0.99. In this research, the selection of T0 was mainly through trial and error. Initial
temperatures at 1,2,..,10 on a set of testing cases were tried. Based on convergence
time and the solution quality, the initial temperature was set as T0 = 4.
The temperature profile of probability distribution gained from Equation (5.4)
is the key in RES. As we discussed before, the temperature profile was adopted to
profile the probability of choice (selection probability) in such a way that higher
probability is placed on weights with higher confidence (top rankers) and lower
probability is placed on weights with lower confidence (low rankers). As we acquire
more information about the system, our level of confidence improves and so does
the temperature profile.
During the initial stages, the likelihoods vary drastically. Therefore during the
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Figure 5.4: Temperature profiles for different values of λ
first few attempts of the file transfer, the temperature profile does not heavily favor
the top rankers. It rather provides a smoother transition where it still encourages
new explorations. But as more and more information is acquired, the likelihoods
become more stable resulting in lower λ values as shown in Figure 5.4. As this
happens, the temperature profile moves to a steeper variation, which hugely favors
the top rankers and heavily ignores the low rankers.
The comparison of throughput generated from Ranked Exploration Strategy
with and without the use of temperature profile is as shown in Figure 5.5. We can
see the significant improvement introduced by the use of temperature profile from
simulated annealing.
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RE without temp profile
RE with temp profile
Figure 5.5: Comparison of throughput of Ranked Exploration Strategy with
and without temperature profiling with search space size mn for a 5Mb file,for
n = 33.
5.6 Selection using ‘Roulette Wheel Selection’
Each entry of the likelihood matrix are mapped to contiguous segments of a line,
such that each likelihood’s segment is equal in size to its selection probability.
A random number is generated and the entry whose segment spans the random
number is selected. The process is repeated until the end of the file transfer. This
technique is analogous to a roulette wheel with each slice proportional in size to
the selection probability of each likelihood entry.
Assume the likelihood matrix is of dimensions 5×2. Table 5.2 shows the likeli-
hood of the top 10 ranks, together with their selection probabilities. For selecting
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Rank 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Likelihood 2.4 2 1.8 1.6 1.2 1 0.8 0.4 0.2 0
Selection Probability 0.65 0.16 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0
Table 5.2: Selection Probabilities (according to a simple temperature profile)
for a sample set of likelihoods and ranks
Figure 5.6: An instance of Roulette Wheel Selection for data in Table 5.2
a rank, a uniformly distributed random number (uniform distributed between 0.0
and 1.0) is independently generated. Assuming the random number was 0.79, Fig-
ure 5.6 shows the selection process of corresponding likelihood to attempt during
the subsequent run. Rank 1 gives the best selection probability and occupies the
largest interval, whereas rank 7, 8 and 9 as the second worst selection probabil-
ity have the smallest intervals on the line (see Figure 5.6). Rank 10, the worst
interval, has a selection probability of 0 and gets no chance of being picked.
Chapter 6
Results and Discussion
The strategies described in Chapters 4 and 5 were simulated in order to compare
their performance in providing an optimized solution. In doing this we have inves-
tigated the effect of varying search space, burst size and file size for each algorithm.
After studying the performance of algorithms in isolation, the best candidates were
chosen from each to compare against each other. This chapter highlights the main
findings obtained from the simulations. The comparisons and analysis performed
on the simulation results have been summarized in the discussion.
6.1 Simulation formulation
Channel representations Echij were generated with n = 33 coding schemes and
varying number of link schemes, such that link schemes with higher uncoded data
rates had low robustness. For any given link scheme i, this requirement was
incorporated by setting the location of the transition point from a sigmoid function
56
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+ 1 +X (6.1)
X is a random variable that has a normal distribution with zero mean and stan-
dard deviation set to 4. With the introduction of Additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN) along with the other channel characteristics, the above explained channel
model is able to closely represent the underwater acoustic channel [9],[8]. There-
fore we decided to perform the simulations with respect to this channel model in
order to analyze the performance of the various strategies.
Given a set of data on communication channel parameters and their perfor-
mance (unknown) with respect to FEC code rates, packet sizes and link data rates,
the strategies have been tested on their efficiency on file transfers. The data ma-
trix consists of probabilities of success for given link schemes depending on their
respective distributions which are unknown to the user.
Uncoded data rates d were selected randomly from the interval between 2000 to
3000 bits per second. C = 1/20, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, 3/4 and L = 40, 100, 500, 1000, 3000, 5000, 8000
were used to generate set A consisting of all feasible combinations of codes and
packet lengths. Setting M = 8000 resulted in A having a total of 33 coding
schemes.
The protocol overhead time tP was set to 3 seconds. Packet header size h
is set to 1000 bits. Also, for every Echij matrix, 15 link schemes were selected at
random and their transition points were set to wi = 1, in order to simulate the
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existence of a fixed number of ‘good’ link schemes that become increasingly rare
as the search space increases. Search spaces were generated for 5 sample search
spaces namely; 25× 33, 50× 33, 100× 33, 150× 33 and 200× 33. Twenty channel
matrices were generated for each of these search spaces. File transfers using Brute
Force, Random Selection, -Greedy, First Hit strategy and the Ranked Exploration
Strategy were simulated and the results were averaged over 100 independent trials
for each of the 20 channel matrices for each search space dimension. All these
simulations were performed on MATLAB version 7 running on an Intel Core i7
620M processor.
6.2 Brute Force Strategy vs. Enhancement
Figure 6.1 shows that throughput decreases as the search space increases. When
the file size gets smaller compared to larger mn, the time taken to explore the
parameter space mn becomes the primary contributor to the total file transfer
time, resulting in lower average data rates.
As shown in Figure 6.2, Enhanced Brute Force displays higher throughput for
smaller search spaces, but the performance deteriorates as the search space grows.
The performance enhancement was done on a per-link rate basis. As the number
of link rates, m, grows its impact becomes less effective. From 100 × 33 search
space onwards, the file transfer terminates before completing the exploration of
the search space. Therefore ignoring parts of the search space (with considerably
high average data rates), in enhanced brute force, results in even lower data rates.
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Figure 6.1: Variation of throughput with search space for Brute Force Strategy
for a 50Mb file and burst size of 100.



















Figure 6.2: Comparison of throughput with search space for Brute Force and
Enhanced Brute Force Strategies for a 50Mb file and burst size of 100.
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The reason for this is, those entries which are ignored from transmission, but
estimated, are those which provide considerably high average data rates whereas
those attempted are mostly from the comparatively lower average data rates.
6.3 First Hit Strategy vs. Enhancement
Figure 6.3 shows that the performance remains the same irrespective of the search
space. This is due to the independence of first hit strategy from the channel matrix
space.














Figure 6.3: Variation of throughput with search space for First Hit Strategy
for a 50Mb file and burst size of 100.
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of throughput with search space for First Hit and
Enhanced First Hit Strategies for a 50Mb file and burst size of 100.
Again as in the case of basic First Hit performance, the enhanced first hit,
shown in Figure 6.4, does not vary with the search space, the reason being the
same as for basic first hit. The improvement gained from the enhancement is also
negligible. First Hit can only benefit from the enhancements, when it tries to ex-
plore a combination which was previously attempted and failed. The low frequency
of occurrence of this event leads to this negligible improvement in enhanced First
Hit compared to First Hit. Therefore the enhancement does not seem to add any
value to the basic strategy.
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6.4 Random Selection Strategy
Enhancement was not performed on Random Selection strategy simply because
of the strategy’s nature of not utilizing any knowledge. The simulations done on
Random Selection are shown in Figure 6.5.



















Figure 6.5: Variation of throughput with search space for Random Selection
Strategy for a 50Mb file and burst size of 100.
According to Figure 6.5, the performance of Random Selection decreases as
the search space grows.
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6.5 -Greedy Strategy
Simulations were carried out for varying search spaces, file sizes and burst sizes in
order to find out the best performing . The results are as shown in Figures 6.6,
6.7 and 6.8.
























Figure 6.6: Variation of throughput with search space size mn for -Greedy
Strategy with different  for a 5Mb file and burst size of 100.
Figure 6.6 shows that irrespective of the search space  of 0.3 results in best
throughput. The variation with  remains the same with lower as well as higher
values of  showing reduced performance. Lower  denotes comparatively lower
proportions of exploration, while higher  denotes comparatively higher propor-
tions of exploration, both of which do not show optimum performance. This graph
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also shows the decrease of throughput with increased search space, again comply-
ing to the fact that ‘good’ link schemes become increasingly harder to locate. As


























Figure 6.7: Variation of throughput for -Greedy Strategy with file sizes with
different  for 25× 33 search space and burst size of 100.
shown in Figure 6.7, -greedy strategy shows that lower file sizes display poor
performance and is independent of the value of . Larger file sizes show a trend
similar to that of Figure 6.6.
As shown in Figure 6.8, the variation of throughput does not show a clear
trend against burst sizes with varying  values. However it can be observed that
 of 0.3 still remains as a better candidate in most of the cases. Very low burst
sizes and very high burst sizes deviate a bit from the norm, but the rest show a
fairly similar trend to Figures 6.6 and 6.7.
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Figure 6.8: Variation of throughput with burst sizes for -Greedy Strategy
with different  for a 5Mb file, for a search space of 25× 33.
6.6 Enhanced -Greedy Strategy
Figure 6.9 shows that enhanced -Greedy still follows the same trend as that of
-Greedy shown in Figure 6.6.
The case is the same with Figures 6.10 and 6.11. The performance of Enhanced
-Greedy is slightly higher than -Greedy, but it is not a considerable improvement.
There is considerable improvement when the search space is small, or the file size
is much larger, but as the search space grows and the file size shrinks, it becomes
less effective. The benefit of the enhancements introduced were mainly in terms of
narrowing down the search space in the sense to avoid unnecessarily attempting a
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Figure 6.9: Variation of throughput with search space size mn for Enhanced
-Greedy Strategy with different  for a 5Mb file and burst size of 100.


























Figure 6.10: Variation of throughput for Enhanced -Greedy Strategy with
file sizes with different  for 25× 33 search space and burst size of 100.
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Figure 6.11: Variation of throughput with burst sizes for Enhanced -Greedy
Strategy with different  for a 5Mb file, for a search space of 25× 33.
combination which we could have already known as a poor performer. The other
instance where this method would have given better results is when m << n.
6.7 Ranked Exploration Strategy
As shown in Figure 6.12, the throughput of Ranked Exploration Strategy reduces
slightly as the search space grows.
Figure 6.13 shows improved throughput with larger file sizes. It shows that
trying to introduce intelligent strategies for very low file sizes does not add much
value.
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Figure 6.12: Variation of throughput for Ranked Exploration Strategy with
search space size mn for a 5Mb file and burst size of 100.





















Figure 6.13: Variation of throughput for Ranked Exploration Strategy with
file sizes for burst size of 100 and search space of 25× 33.
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Figure 6.14: Variation of throughput for Ranked Exploration Strategy with
burst sizes for a 5Mb file and search space of 25× 33.
Figure 6.14 shows the variation of throughput for different burst sizes shows a
trend similar to that of other strategies. But it is worth noting that the throughput
is higher than any of the results from other strategies so far. Therefore Ranked Ex-
ploration Strategy stands ahead of any other strategy with regard to the through-
put results.
6.8 Discussion
For the -Greedy strategy,  is set to 0.3, since this value yielded the best perfor-
mance in our simulations. Also, the threshold data rate for the First Hit strategy
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is set at 200 bits per second, which is around 70% of the mean of average data
rate for the given data sets.


















Figure 6.15: Comparative throughput for enhanced Brute Force (eBF), en-
hanced First Hit (eFH), Random Selection (RS), -Greedy (eGR) and Ranked
Exploration Strategy (RES) algorithms for a 5Mb file transfer with m = 25 and
n = 33.
Figure 6.15 shows the mean throughput with 95% confidence intervals for a
typical simulation instance with F = 5Mb over a 25×33 channel. Figure 6.15 shows
that Ranked Exploration Strategy has the highest mean throughput, followed by
enhanced -Greedy, enhanced First Hit, Random Selection and enhanced Brute
Force.
Figure 6.16 shows the variation of throughput with search space for a 5Mb
file. The throughput decreases as the search space increases since the ‘good’ link
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Figure 6.16: Comparative throughput for Ranked Exploration Strategy
(RES), Enhanced Brute Force (eBF), Random Selection (RS), Enhanced First
Hit (eFH) and Enhanced -Greedy (eGR) algorithms with search space mn for
5Mb file and burst size of 100.
schemes become increasingly harder to locate. Ranked Exploration Strategy beats
all the rest of the strategies.
Figure 6.17 shows the variation of throughput with file size for a 25×33 chan-
nel. It is evident that for relatively small file sizes, the throughput curves are close
to each other, confirming the intuition that if a file is very small, random selection
is as good a strategy as any other. In fact, for very small file sizes, it is indeed
inefficient to explore and therefore the Ranked Exploration strategy performs as
poor as the Random Selection or the First Hit algorithms. For Enhanced Brute
Force strategy, transmissions of file sizes below 5Mb exhausts during exploration
phase. Therefore these transmissions do not benefit from the exploitation of best
data rates, thus displaying results which heavily rely on the channel distribution.
As a result, true benefits of enhanced Brute Force can be analyzed only above file
sizes of 5Mb for a burst size of 100 for the given channel distributions. The key
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Figure 6.17: Comparative throughput for Ranked Exploration Strategy
(RES), Enhanced Brute Force (eBF), Random Selection (RS), Enhanced First
Hit (eFH) and Enhanced -Greedy (eGR) algorithms with file size for search
space 25× 33 and burst size of 100.
point to note from Figure 6.17 is that as the file size increases, Ranked Exploration
shows considerable performance gains over the rest.
Figure 6.18 shows the variation of throughput with burst size for a 5Mb file
over a 25× 33 channel. In general, the curves follow a bell shape with a maxima.
This follows from the fact that transmitting very small burst sizes is not efficient
due to the protocol overhead. Transmitting very large bursts is not efficient either
since a lot of time may be lost if a large data burst fails to get successfully received.
The figure shows that enhanced Brute Force deviates from the rest in its
behaviour against varying burst sizes. This is due to the fact that smaller burst























Figure 6.18: Comparative throughput for Ranked Exploration Strategy
(RES), Enhanced Brute Force (eBF), Random Selection (RS), Enhanced First
Hit (eFH) and Enhanced -Greedy (eGR) algorithms with burst size for 5Mb
file and search space 25× 33
sizes allow more room for exploitation of the best data rate. Towards the higher
burst sizes, the file size 5Mb exhausts during exploration thereby ending up in
throughput results which heavily rely on the distribution of the channel model.
Since only a portion of the channel model is explored by the time the file exhausts,
the throughput heavily relies on the PERs of those attempted schemes. Most of
the data sets in our simulation setup do not seem to have the worst PERs among
the first few schemes, therefore resulting in an increased throughput as shown in
figure 6.18.
Comparative results among different strategies show that Ranked Exploration
Strategy, the method proposed in this thesis, is able to provide a solution which
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exceeds the performance of other strategies. The processing time of Ranked Explo-
ration displays a mean of 0.02 seconds with a standard deviation of 0.01 seconds to
transmit a 5Mb file with search space 200× 33 and burst size of 100 when simula-
tions were run on MATLAB version 7 running on an Intel Core i7 620M processor.
This could be further improved on an actual implementation, thus making itself a
good candidate for real time, time critical applications.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
This thesis has presented the systematic development of data driven algorithms in
order to tune the underwater physical link parameters. A summary of the findings
is given in the first part of this chapter. A discussion of future directions that
warrant more study concludes the chapter and the thesis.
7.1 Summary of Results
Our initial problem was to transfer a finite sized file in minimum possible time
using an underwater acoustic link. Assuming we have no prior knowledge about
the average data rate resulting from any of the parameter choices, we were to
decide between exploring for new parameter values versus exploiting the best from
the available parameter values. Hence our objective was to devise a strategy to
balance this exploration and exploitation in order to transfer a file in minimum
time.
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In the process of finding an optimal solution, several existing basic strategies
were studied. When they did not produce promising results, we moved on to com-
ing up with our own strategies and enhancing the available strategies with the con-
textual information available. Enhanced -Greedy was one such example. Finally
learning from widely accepted theories of optimization, such as Simulated An-
nealing and Rank-based assignments, we managed to come up with a totally new
strategy which we called as Ranked Exploration Strategy. As the name implies, it
didn’t have a fixed  probability to explore, but it rather had a temperature pro-
file from which it decided whether to explore or to exploit. And this temperature
profile was not fixed either. The more confident we become about the observations
made, the temperature profile becomes more biased towards exploitation, unlike
initially when it favors exploration more.
Twenty channel matrices were generated for dimensions 25 × 33, 50 × 33,
100×33, 150×33 and 200×33 (see Appendix A) in order to model the underwater
acoustic channel. Simulations were carried out on these channel matrices with
100 independent trials on each, for varying parameters such as search space, file
size and burst size. The simulations were performed on all the strategies we
have discussed in this thesis, and the results were plotted as shown in Chapter 6.
Observations from the generated results show that Ranked Exploration Strategy,
with its improved performance, performs best in terms of throughput compared
to other strategies.
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7.2 Future Work
We have illustrated various possible data driven algorithms to tune physical layer
parameters. All these algorithms presented in this thesis have made use of basic
channel statistics in the form of bit error rate in packet transmissions. However, it
may be possible to get better performance by exploiting other higher order channel
statistics or models. This could be explored further in a future project. Further
studies can be carried out to examine what combinations of channel statistics will
produce best results.
The work presented in this thesis relies on the strong assumption that the
channel will remain static throughout the course of the file transfer. However
in a realistic setting, the channel might tend to vary over the long transfer times,
especially for larger file sizes. We have not studied the performance of the strategies
under such circumstances, as it is not within the scope of this thesis. It would be
an interesting area to explore in future.
Further studies could also look into ways of enhancing the Ranked Exploration
strategy in order to get better performance in future. With these results, the next
step will be to perform actual experiments in underwater in order to investigate the
performance even further. The algorithms discussed in this thesis are independent
of the physical layer implementation, and can easily be implemented as link tuners
for any modem with tunable parameters.
Appendix A
MATLAB codes for generating
data sets
A.1 Generation of data sets
%Random channel generato r
%Modi f i ca t i on 1 : Keep a constant number o f good schemes , 15 in t h i s case
func t i on [ genData genTruePER ] = gen_random_channel ( )
cRows = 25 ; %Corresponds to l i n k schemes
cColumns = 33 ; %Corresponds to codes / packet s i z e s




%genera t ing channel
f o r trials = 1 : maxTrials
f o r row = 1 : cRows
xPoint = randint (1 , 1 , [ 1 , cColumns ] ) ;
i f xPoint<cColumns && xPoint>1
f o r column = 1 : xPoint − 1
genTruePER ( row , column , trials ) = 1 ;
end
genTruePER ( row , xPoint , trials ) = rand ;
f o r column = xPoint+1:cColumns
genTruePER ( row , column , trials ) = 0 ;
end
end
i f xPoint == 1
f o r column = 2 : cColumns
genTruePER ( row , column , trials ) = 0 ;
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end
genTruePER ( row , xPoint , trials ) = rand ;
e l s e
i f xPoint == cColumns
f o r column = 1 : cColumns−1
genTruePER ( row , column , trials ) = 1 ;
end





f o r trials = 1 : maxTrials
f o r time = 1 : cRows
genData . linkRate ( trials , time ) = randint ( 1 , 1 , [ DRlow DRhi ] ) ; %For the ←↩
sake o f mainta in ing data . time as a row vecto r .
end
end
%Adding in the good s t u f f
f o r trials=1: maxTrials
f o r i=1: f l o o r ( normrnd ( vGoodSchemes , 2 ) ) %These are the ←↩
best schemes
goodRow=randint ( 1 , 1 , [ 1 , cRows ] ) ;
xPoint=f l o o r ( normrnd ( 1 , 1 ) ) ;
i f xPoint<1
xPoint=1;





i f xPoint<cColumns && xPoint>1
f o r column = 1 : xPoint − 1
genTruePER ( goodRow , column , trials ) = 1 ;
end
genTruePER ( goodRow , xPoint , trials ) = rand ;
f o r column = xPoint+1:cColumns
genTruePER ( goodRow , column , trials ) = 0 ;
end
end
i f xPoint == 1
f o r column = 2 : cColumns
genTruePER ( goodRow , column , trials ) = 0 ;
end
genTruePER ( goodRow , xPoint , trials ) = rand ;
e l s e
i f xPoint == cColumns
f o r column = 1 : cColumns−1
genTruePER ( goodRow , column , trials ) = 1 ;
end
genTruePER ( goodRow , xPoint , trials ) = rand ;






A.2 Sorting the data sets
%Generates code rate , packet s i z e and data ra t e and s o r t s them in
%dec r ea s ing order o f data ra t e . Input i s the t o t a l number o f packet s i z e s
%to be generated .
%Note : ensure the s i z e o f the overhead i s same as those used in
%s imulat ions , e l s e the s o r t i n g w i l l be i n c o r r e c t
func t i on [ sortedCodeRate sortedPacketSize sortedDataRate ] = genSortedStuff (←↩
packetSizeOptions )
overhead = 1000 ;
linkDataRate = 1e3 ;
maxCodedPacketSize = 4000 ; %I f coded packet s i z e exceeds t h i s l i m i t s , that ←↩
packet s i z e / code opt ion i s e l im inated
minPacketSize = 40 ;
maxPacketSize = 8000 ;
i f narg in==0
packetSize = [ 4 0 , 100 , 500 , 1000 , 3000 , 5000 , 8 0 0 0 ] ; %d e f a u l t packet s i z e ←↩
opt ions
e l s e
packetSizeInterval = ( maxPacketSize − minPacketSize ) /packetSizeOptions ;
f o r i = 1 : packetSizeOptions
packetSize ( i ) = minPacketSize + (i−1)*packetSizeInterval ; %←↩
generate packet s i z e s
end
end
codeRate = [1/20 , 1/3 , 1/2 , 2/3 , 3 / 4 ] ; %s t r onge r codes in the end
%Lets f i x Eb/N0 = 6
ber = [ 0 , 1e−3, 1e−1, . 5 , 1 ] ; %r e s u l t a n t BER a f t e r coding
ber = ber .*1 0 0 ;
f o r codeRateIndex = 1 : numel ( codeRate )
f o r packetSizeIndex = 1 : numel ( packetSize )
per ( codeRateIndex , packetSizeIndex ) = 1 − (1 − ber ( codeRateIndex ) ) ˆ←↩
packetSize ( packetSizeIndex ) ;
end
end
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f o r codeRateIndex = 1 : numel ( codeRate )
f o r packetSizeIndex = 1 : numel ( packetSize )
dataRate . dataRate ( codeRateIndex , packetSizeIndex ) = linkDataRate*←↩
codeRate ( codeRateIndex ) * . . .
( packetSize ( packetSizeIndex ) /( packetSize ( packetSizeIndex )+overhead ) )←↩
;
dataRate . codeRate ( codeRateIndex , packetSizeIndex ) = codeRate (←↩
codeRateIndex ) ;




i = 1 ;
f o r codeRateIndex = 1 : numel ( codeRate )
f o r packetSizeIndex = 1 : numel ( packetSize )
%perLinear ( i ) = per ( codeRateIndex , packetS ize Index ) ;
dataRateLinear ( i ) = dataRate . dataRate ( codeRateIndex , packetSizeIndex ) ;
codeRateLinear ( i ) = dataRate . codeRate ( codeRateIndex , packetSizeIndex ) ;





%Sor t ing the FEC/ packet s i z e combinat ions in dec r ea s ing order o f data ra t e
[ sortedVector sortedIndex ] = s o r t ( dataRateLinear , ' descend ' ) ;
f o r i = 1 : numel ( dataRateLinear )
f o r j = 1 : numel ( dataRateLinear )
i f sortedVector ( i )==dataRateLinear ( j )
sortedCodeRate ( i ) = codeRateLinear ( j ) ;
sortedPacketSize ( i ) = packetSizeLinear ( j ) ;




%e l i m i n a t i n g e n t r i e s which r e s u l t in packets b loated beyond l i m i t s
f o r i = 1 : numel ( sortedCodeRate )
i f sortedCodeRate ( i ) *sortedPacketSize ( i ) > maxCodedPacketSize
sortedCodeRate ( i ) = 0 ;




f o r i = 1 : numel ( sortedCodeRate )
i f sortedCodeRate ( i )˜=0
TsortedCodeRate ( j ) = sortedCodeRate ( i ) ;
TsortedPacketSize ( j ) = sortedPacketSize ( i ) ;




sortedCodeRate = TsortedCodeRate ;
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sortedPacketSize = TsortedPacketSize ;
sortedDataRate = TsortedDataRate ;
end
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